
LAPĒ Collection Conditioning Shampoo & Body Wash

Oriental Lemon Tea

Description
The LAPĒ Collection blends smoothly into the stylish design and décor of your guest
washroom. Supplied in 300ml pump top bottles, the LAPĒ Collection’s subtle
composition compliments any designer washroom and appeals to both men and
women alike. LAPĒ’s Oriental Lemon Tea Conditioning Shampoo & Body Wash, with its
allencompassing rich formulation, allows your guests to transform everyday moments
into a peaceful luxurious multi-sensory experience - from top to toes. This exceptional
product enhances the guest room environment with its gently refreshing fragrance.
This mild formulation itself glides smoothly around the body, hydrating the skin as it
washes with its moisturising complex and glycerine content. At the same time, the hair
care ingredients ensure that the hair feels really soft and supple after use of the
product, while the conditioner ensures tangle free hair. Customers will feel pampered
by the luxury look, scent and feel of the LAPĒ Collection and will make a pleasant
association between their guest experience and your establishment. This product can
be positioned alongside LAPĒ’s oriental lemon tea hand wash and hand lotion to
complete your guest room offer and delight your guests. All three formulations are free
from phthalates, parabens and triclosan. Refill bottles are also available to easily top
up the 300ml pump top bottles, in situ and without mess. This helps ensure the overall
cost to you is kept low whilst every new guest always sees a full personal care solution.
And whilst our pump top bottles are fully recyclable, refilling these bottles creates an
even more environmentally sustainable solution, becoming one of the most
sustainable solutions for the hospitality industry.

Key properties
•   Oriental lemon tea fragrance
•   Contains a formulated moisturising complex and glycerine
•   Mild hair care ingredients to ensure soft hair washing experience
•   Versatile formulation with conditioner, shampoo and body wash
•   pH-neutral
•   Dermatologically tested
•   Safe and sustainable ingredients
•   Contemporary bottle design
•   Refillable and recyclable
•   Can be partnered with LAPĒ’s oriental lemon tea hand wash and hand lotion
•   Wall bracket available
•   Skin compatability tested (Patch test)
•   Biodegradable and sustainable ingredients

Benefits
•   Fragrance release enhances the shower/bath experience with every use
•   The unique blend of ingredients gently moisturises the skin to leave it soft and well

cared for
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•   PATCH testing has proven the LAPĒ Collection to have “very good” skin compatibility
•   Being free from undesired ingredients such as phthalates, parabens and triclosan, the LAPĒ Collection truly cares for your skin.
•   The classic style of the LAPĒ Collection suits any designer washroom, blending effortlessly with a wide range of décor.
•   Effective cleaning from top to toe: hands, body and hair
•   Fully recyclable bottles can have their sustainability profile increased through the use of the refill option. Refilling keeps your overall

costs low, reduces waste and enables you to keep your washroom supplies always topped up and looking good.
•   By offering LAPĒ’s conditioner shampoo & body wash, together with the hand wash and hand lotion in the same oriental lemon tea

scent you can create a distinctive touch across your site that makes your customers feel indulged and cared for
•   LAPĒ Collection’s experience can be extended across multiple customer touch points, e.g.: from hotel guestroom and washrooms to

wellness/SPA areas
•   Lockable wall brackets ensure the LAPĒ Collection remains where you install it; this keeps your washroom tidy and ensures your

customers find the product when they need it.

Use instructions
1.  Press pump top to dispense the desired amount of product on to hands.
2.  Apply to wet hair and skin and massage to form a rich lather.
3.  Rinse and dry thoroughly.

Technical data
Appearance: Opaque, yellow liquid
Odour: Oriental Lemon Tea
pH value (neat): 5
Relative density (20°C): 1.0389 g/ml
Viscosity (mPa.s; 25°C): 3000
Form (in use): The above data is typical of normal production and should not be taken as a specification.

Safe handling and storage information
Full guidance on the handling and disposal of this product is provided in a separate Safety Data Sheet;
sds.diversey.com. Store in original closed containers away from extremes of temperature.

Available pack sizes
LAPĒ Collection Conditioning Shampoo & Body Wash is available in 8x0.3L and 2x5L.


